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SELECT YOUR LANGUAGE TOP BAR  
APRIL 2017 Fukushima Accident news - WORLD NUCLEAR CONTAINMENT 

PROTOCOL ASSOCIATION 

 2017 NEWS-FUKUSHIMA REACTOR LEAK NEWS 2017 Containment of the earth killer 

radiation leak is possible. Refresh your browser hold down Ctrl and Caps Lock and press 

Enter OR THE CIRCULAR REBOOT CONTROL AT THE TOP OF YOUR BROWSER.. 

 

HOT NEWS October 2017: 

OCEANS DOOMED TO DIE 

(click) 

 

The dumping of Fukushima 

millions of gallons of ultra 

radioactive water into the 

pacific ocean being stored in 

containers that are breaking 

down can be averted by 

following PLAN -D at the 

bottom of this page! 

 

DAILY REMARK AUGUST 

https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ei=0iT9WcKyDYTXwAKrl5HIDg&q=october+2017+fukushima+has+wiped+out+pacific+sea+life&oq=october+2017+fukushima+has+wiped+out+pacific+sea+life&gs_l=psy-ab.3...27842.30929.0.31434.8.8.0.0.0.0.382.1476.0j5j0j2.7.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..1.0.0....0.IDsY1bDWGYE
https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ei=0iT9WcKyDYTXwAKrl5HIDg&q=october+2017+fukushima+has+wiped+out+pacific+sea+life&oq=october+2017+fukushima+has+wiped+out+pacific+sea+life&gs_l=psy-ab.3...27842.30929.0.31434.8.8.0.0.0.0.382.1476.0j5j0j2.7.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..1.0.0....0.IDsY1bDWGYE
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20th 2017: They say that 

everyone on earth has had the 

equivalent of a chest x-ray 

from Fukushima, what they do 

not say is that X-Ray machines 

have the radioactive source is 

safely behind a window and 

the radiation from Fukushima 

is from radioactive particles 

floating in the air and in food 

now and in water now in 

reservoirs because radioactive dust 

particles fall into waterways everywhere that 

means that your body is being covered inside 

and out by radioactive particles and its 

accumulating, so if you have the particles able 

to cause you a chest x-ray its multiplying by 

time exposed to particles directly unlike a 

doctors office x - ray machine, the particles on 
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you are now constantly giveing you radiation, 

more and more. 

 

DAILY REMARK = GREAT NEWS: April 

27th, 2017 ALERT PRESIDENT PUTIN OF 

RUSSIA EXTENDS TECHNOLOGY AND 

EXPERIENCE FOR FUKUSHIMA 

CLEANUP! 

 

 

MOSCOW (Sputnik) — Japan has apparently 

not requested Russia to help with the 

Fukushima disaster despite that Russia is ready 

to assist Japan in eliminating consequences of 

Fukushima nuclear power plant (NPP) 

disaster.It is more than disappointing that 

Japan has a political agenda that discounts the 

destruction of the world, something must be 

done. 

"Russia is ready to assist Japan in the 

Fukushima-1 nuclear power plant cleanup and 

offers the latest technologies for cleaning 

contaminated soil and reprocessing radioactive 

waste," Putin said following the talks with 

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in 

https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
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Moscow. 

 

 

 

Japan has dumped 300 tons of highly radioactive water from the reactor into the pacific which 

to put it into perspective as follows, over the last eight years since the meltdown Japan has 

dumped a mere 230 million GALLONS of the radioactive water into the pacific ocean, yes a 

mere 230 million gallons has destroyed the pacific, the company has no holding tanks left to 

hold water, yes they are holding millions of gallons in tanks besides what they have dumped, 

the dumping has been reported necessary just this March 2017 So an additional several 

million gallons on top of the 300 tons per day will be dumped into the oceans I say oceans 

because the radioactive water stays in concentrated streams that go into the atlantic via the 

southern ocean and on into the North Atlantic and Indian oceans, all plankton will die and fish 

will die from lack of oxygen destroying the food chain. What show you do so you and your 

family do not inhale cumulative radiation, ask for a containment of the fukushima site to stop 

the water from passing though the area underground by containment methods on this page. 

Note the Article is from late 2016. There is no news that Japan has changed position regarding 

their decision to let the 600 tons of plutonium continue to burn in the Pacific ocean, there may 

be news soon if all of the visitors follow the instructions and contact their representatives 

especially owners of large and medium industrial concerns in their own country. 

 

As you read this page you will learn that the radiation is causing the following: 

 

1. Global warming from radioactive particles giving off heat. 

2. Plankton throughout the oceans are dying from the radiation, the plankton creates oxygen, 

the oceans are depleted in oxygen, therefore the fish and animals ar dying. 

3. The radiation itself is causing the animal life in the oceans to die in massive numbers. 

4. The food chain is being broken causing further loss of ocean life. 

5. Cumulative effects from the radiation build up in the human body causing disease, dna 

damage and death, the 600. 

6. The radiation has spread across the world and will gradually accumulate in everyone. 

 

CONTAINMENT PROTOCOL OF FUKUSHIMA BELOW  

Only by your your participation will a real clean up take place. What to do, call, email, 

write letters to officials and large companies  

of all kinds and give them a short statement regarding what you have learned and send 

them this website address, tell them that pressure is necessary  

and that they need to send a message to their State and Federal government 

representatives that they must insist that plans to clean up the 600 tons  

of plutonium must be adopted immediately because the health of the whole world, the 

health of all people on earth is being subjected to increased cancer, disease, and death, 

the weather is being affected by the radiation heating the atmosphere, the oceans are 

heating in the pacific driving new weather patterns, the oceans food chain is being 

destroyed, the affect on the food chain is depeleting oxygen production and global 

warming is increasing.     Spread the word to friends and family to start their own letter 

writing campaign, politically the leaders are showing no signs of getting the job of clean up 

done, there will be terrible consequences if the situation is allowed to continue. 

https://sputniknews.com/world/201704271053078015-russia-japan-putin-fukushima/
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YOUR FATE IS TO BE POISIONED BY RADIATION UNLESS YOU DEMAND 

CONTAINMENT  

OF THE RADIATION FROM FUKUSHIMA, UNLIKE OTHER REACTOR 

MELTDOWNS THERE IS 600 TONS OF PLUTONIUM IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN 

BURNING RELEASING CATACLYSMIC AMOUNTS OF RADIATION INTO THE 

OCEANS AND AIR WE ALL BREATHE, NO ELITES WILL BE SPARED, NO LEADER 

IS SO HIGH THAT THEY CAN PROTECT 

THEIR FAMILIES, THE ONLY SOLUTION TO PROTECTING YOURSELF IS TO HAVE 

FUKUSHIMA CONTAINED 

READ FURTHER TO FIND OUT HOW IT COULD BE DONE. 

JAPAN HAS PREDICTED A 40 YEAR CLEANUP PROCEDURE WHICH IS 

UNACCEPTABLE, HERE ARE EXAMPLES OF WHAT CAN HAPPEN TOU YOUR 

FAMILY MEMBERS, DISCRETION ADVISED [right click link for new tab]  (click).. 

 

Are you a person who is concerned that there is nothing like what is onn this tutorial being 

doen to clean up the mess, Call, do not write your congressman and tell them the website 

address and tell them if they do not know it they and their families will very very likely get 

some form of cancer or even die because there is 600 tons of plutonium burning in the pacific 

ocean and not serious steps are being taken, tell them to click http://www.enenews.com/ for 

more of the horror news coming to their town, THE WORLD WILL SUFFER A NEAR 

DEATH EVENT IF YOU DO NOT TAKE ACTION QUICKLY. 

From the link http://www.enenews.com above  

Radiation spikes being detected in many countries — US military secretly (not secret 

anymore) deploys ‘nuclear sniffer’ aircraft — Radioactivity levels quadrupled — Officials: 

Iodine-131. This website Supermodeling.tv taking the obvious facts and states that the 

radiation in Europe is from Fukushima. the radioactive nuclei evaporates from the pacific 

ocean and goes high into the atmosphere, remember it is decaying giving off heat, so it rises 

like molecular hot air balloons, as it travels in the jet stream wind pattern eastward over the 

United States it ionizes microscopic dust particles and sticks to those particles, the particles 

grow by sticking to other dust particles and the particles get heavier and begin to descend to 

lower altitudes, upon crossing the Atlantic the lower altitude of the atmosphere the particles 

representing higher levels of radiation of the dust particles caused by their joining together 

intersect with the European Weather pattern of the land and ocean there, at the area where 

European land mass meets the Ocean the Sun rising on that land mass causes the temperature 

to rise and air expanding from the land mass rushes out to the ocean and rises causing a 

temperature difference, an inversion that the radioactive dust coming from the west the 

direction of North America collides with the European heated air and gets drawn down to 

ground level where it settles on the European continent. Conversely when the sun sets and the 

land mass of Europe near the ocean cools down it contracts and the winds rushes towards the 

European land mass causing again convection of the lower atmosphere and the now combined 

heavier dust particles nearer to the lower atmosphere begin to fall in part due to the pollution 

from factories and automobiles. The evaporation of the radiation is a significant activity that 

will get everyone ill, diseased or die, the radiation again is cumulative and will increase in the 

body. 

 

The radiation os so widespread now for so any years since 2010 when the accident occured all 

cities in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres are being similarily affected. 

Not Worried Yet 

https://www.google.com/search?q=RADIATION+EFFECTS+ON+PEOPLE&num=100&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj81emo4vXSAhWDJMAKHbNrAbEQ_AUICCgB&biw=819&bih=530
http://www.enenews.com/
http://www.enenews.com/
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Fukushima Equals 3,000 Billion Lethal Doses on its 

way towards you, your wife and kids! 

 

   Dr Paolo Scampa, a widely know EU Physicist, 

single handedly popularized the easily understood 

Lethal Doses concept. “Lethal Doses” is a world wide, 

well understood idea that strips Physics bare and offers 

a brilliant, understandable explanation for all the 

physics gobbledygook Intelligence agencies and their 

respective governments use to disguise the brutal truths 

of the Fukushima Daiichi Disaster.  

 

Three thousand billion (3,000,000,000,000) Lethal 

Doses of Radiation means there are 429 Lethal Doses 

chasing each and every one of us on the planet, to put it 

in a nutshell. This is up from about 70 Billion Lethal 

Doses March 23, 2011. It is getting worse everyday 

without any intervention by the US and the other 

nuclear powers. 

 

 

Unfortunately time is running out for containment procedures to be taken, most know the 

damage to the pacific ocean food chain is very (click) -> substantial, many however do not 

know that the radioactive outflow to the ocean from the pacific is causing heating of the ocean 

and is evaporating at a rate that is also causing heating of atmosphere and subsequently 

causing radioactive fallout across the entire earth, predictive modeling is incorrect in a few 

years it will spread to every inch of the planet and accumulate. The time to stop it by a serious 

containment approach is critical to do immediately, the Japanese government and Tepco are 

taking an approach that may have been practical to follow, yet  as a plan is not adequate to the 

threat.  

 

For those who need to be educated as to the total effects there will be documents for you to 

rethink the issue that the situation is a national one, it is not it is a global problem requiring 

nations to intercede with their concerns and technical help to bring the methods employed to a 

head and get started with a serious clean-up. 

It is March 2017 

ALL WORLD CHARTS ARE FROM 2011 - DATA HAS NOT BEEN RELEASED SINCE 2011 

THE LEVELS OF ACCEPTABLE RADIATION WAS RAISED BY US PRESIDENT OBAMA TO 

27,000 HIGHER THAN PREVIOUSLY PERMITTED.,  

SURVEY METERS HAVE BEEN TAMPERED WITH TO ELIMINATE PANIC. 

NATIONS WILL HAVE TO ACT QUICKLY - JAPANS POLITICS WILL NOT ALLOW THE 

JOB TO GET DONE QUICKLY  

ENOUGH IN TIME, THE RADIOACTIVE MASS OF 600 TONS OF PLUTONIUM IS SINKING 

INTO THE GROUND, THE PACIFIC OCEAN 

MUST BE SEALED OFF FROM CONNECTING TO THE MASS. THE CONTAINMENT 

METHODS ON THIS PAGE MIGHT BE IMPROVED 

IT IS THE JOB OF THE NATIONS TO WORK TOGETHER NOW OR FACE DIRE 

CONSEQUENCES., YOUR WORLD HAS BEEN INVADED NIT BY ALIENS BUT STILL BY A 

COMMON ENEMY "RADIATION", FIGHT BACK NOW OR SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES 

 

http://enenews.com/report-hundreds-of-millions-of-pacific-salmon-missing-presumed-dead-govt-issues-emergency-order-along-us-west-coast-japan-suffering-historic-collapse-fish-starving-to-death-all-forms-of
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EARTH'S NATIONS. 

 

 
 

 

 

OCEANS BEING CONTAMINATED 

BILLIONS OF GALLONS WILL 

SPREAD THROUGH ALL OCEANS, 

NUCLEI DECAY HEATS OCEAN 

WATER EVAPORATION OCCURS 

AND GOES INTO THE 

ATMOSPHERE. 

 

SINCE 2011 THE EVAPORATED 

RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

COVERED THE NORTHERN 

HEMISPHERE. 

 

THE RADIATION WILL EQUALIZE 

ACROSS THE WORLD IN 10 YEAR 

CYCLES, ACCUMULATIONS WILL 

ACCRUE IN ALL MATTER. 

 

SOME 7 YEARS LATER HAS 

CERTAINLY COVERED THE ENTIRE 

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE AS WELL. 

ATMOSPHERIC BORNE 

RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI TRAVELS 

ACROSS THE WORLD AND UPON 

REACHING LANDMASSES LIKE 

EUROPE THE COOLING OF THE 

LANDMASS CAUSES MUCH OF THE 

RADIATION TO GO TO THE 

GROUND. 

 

 
NEWS REPORTS 

PACIFIC  

 
NEWS 

REPORTS 

ATLANTIC  

 
 

ACTIVIST PIT STOP 

OPEN AND PRINT MICRO FLYERS TO 

LEAVE EVERYWHERE TO LIVE, WE 

NEED AN ARMY 

OF 500 MILLION AWARE PEOPLE TO 

BRING POLITICAL PRESSURE ON 

THE LEADERS TO CONTAIN THE  

THREAT OF EXTINCTION. 

WE DO NOT HAVE MUCH TIME THE 

DEEPER THE PLUTONIUM SINKS 

THE MORE DIFFICULT THE TASK. 

 
SOUTH

ERN 

OCEA

N 

LEADI

NG TO 

INDIA

N 

OCEA

N 

SHOW 

SIGNIF

ICANT 

SPREA

https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&q=fUKUSHIMA+RADIATION+IN+THE+ATLANTIC+OCEAN&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjj8KP3r4fTAhWBJiYKHXraDtwQvwUIGSgA
https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&q=fUKUSHIMA+RADIATION+IN+THE+ATLANTIC+OCEAN&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjj8KP3r4fTAhWBJiYKHXraDtwQvwUIGSgA
https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&q=fUKUSHIMA+RADIATION+IN+THE+ATLANTIC+OCEAN&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjj8KP3r4fTAhWBJiYKHXraDtwQvwUIGSgA
https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8&q=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&oq=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&aqs=chrome..69i57.21139j0j8
https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8&q=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&oq=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&aqs=chrome..69i57.21139j0j8
https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8&q=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&oq=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&aqs=chrome..69i57.21139j0j8
https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8&q=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&oq=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&aqs=chrome..69i57.21139j0j8
https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&q=fUKUSHIMA+RADIATION+IN+THE+ATLANTIC+OCEAN&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjj8KP3r4fTAhWBJiYKHXraDtwQvwUIGSgA
https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8&q=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&oq=FUKUSHIMA%20CAUSING%20OXYGEN%20DEPLETION%20OF%20THE%20PACIFIC&aqs=chrome..69i57.21139j0j8
http://www.supermodeling.tv/ACTIVISTS_MICRO_FLYER_DROP_EVERYWHERE_TO_LIVE.pdf
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ABOVE ARE PERSPECTIVES OF THE JET STREAM, IT IS THE WAY THE 

RADIATION WILL BE DISPERSED TO ALL OF YOU 

ALL GOVERNMENTS AND THEIR AGENCIES HAVE BEEN ORDERED NOT 

TO DISSEMINATE DATA ON THE WORLDS EXPOSURE SINCE 2011, 

IMAGES FROM 2011 THAT SHOW RADIATION DISPERSAL ACROSS THE 

GLOBE ARE AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE. 

 

BELOW ARE GLOBAL OCEAN CIRCULATION MODELS WITH OCEAN 

BOTH SHALLOW CURRENTS AND DEEP CONVEYOR PATHS ARE 

SPREADING THE RADIATION TO BOTH HEMISPHERES, AS IT SPREADS 

THROUGHOUT THE OCEANS, EVAPORATION IN THE ATLANTIC AND 
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OTHER OCEANS SPEEDS UP DISPERSAL TO YOUR LOCATION. BASED 

ON CIRCULATION MODELS THE RADIATION HAS REACHED THE MID 

ATLANTIC AND INDIAN OCEANS, IN ONE MORE YEAR FROM ALL 

INDICATIONS IT WILL PERMEATE THE ENTIRE OCEAN SYSTEM OF THE 

PLANET AND CONTAMINATE ALL OCEAN FOOD SOURCES. IF IT WERE 

STOPPED WITHIN A YEAR BUT NO LATER  THE PLANETS FOOD CHAIN 

MIGHT HEAL. IT CAN BE CONTAINED MORE OR LESS COMPLETELY IN 

A YEAR USING THE PLAN C COMBINES WITH OTHER OF THE PLANS ON 

THIS PAGE. 
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The radiation in the ocean heats water and causes weather changes, the evaporating 

ocean water as radioactive nuclei vapor heats the atmosphere as well, radioactive 

nuclei will effect every molecule of the planet, the recognition of the situation by all 

nations must begin, the 600 tons of plutonium is burning at the edge of the pacific 

will poison everything if left in the state it is in, containment is the only option. At 

this time March 2017, Japan is planning to dump highly radioactive water they have 

been storing into the ocean, they have nowhere to store the radioactive water, their 

leadership is severely wanting, making such gross mistakes should not be accepted 

by nations any longer, the recent plans of what is contemplated is too little, too 

immature to be depended upon except for failure.  

 

 

 

Plan to decontaminate fukushima, the Japan reactor disaster threatening to wipe out all life on 

the planet earth is possible through efforts by all concerned bringing to the attention of the 

Japanese Government Heads of State the potential of technology to isolate the radioactive 

meterial. it is hoped that all governments bring to Japan authorities plans to isolate the 

material from the reactor to prevent the worlds oceans from dying and prevent the isotopes in 

the atmosphere from being inhaled by men, women and children causing death an disease. To 

all who visit this website if you take no action to isolate the radioactive material which is 

approximately 600 tons weight being a cube roughly 30 feet x 30 feet x 30 feet converted to 

metres is 9 m x 9 m x 9 m will cause a cataclysm ruining the world beyond repair that will 
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certainly occur, so get the word out. Picture diagrams will be converted to universal language 

in a few days. 

Fukushima, Reactor News fukushima, state of radiation, fukushima  robot, pacific 

fish die off fukushima, pacific ocean dead fukushima, NEWS containment 

fukushima.  

福島、原子炉ニュース福島、放射線の状態、福島ロボット、太平洋の魚は福島で死

ぬ、太平洋からは死んだ福島、NEWS封じ込めの福島。 

AT THIS TIME PLAN C AT THE BOTTOM OF THS PAGE 

IS THE METHOD  

THAT WILL MOST LIKELY BE POSSIBLE  
TO CARRY OUT AND EFFICIENTLY STOP THE LEAKING OF THE  

RADIOACTIVITY, COMBINED IN PART WITH PLAN A. 

The robots tested inside the Fukushima reactor core area have  

unfortunately failed due to radiation damage to its electronics. 

The device below should remedy the problem. 

Every minute lost is a minute closer to the problem growing.  
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1. Picture above, Top Left a periscope to be placed in front of the camera tube which is an 

older primative type of camera tube that has no electronics and therefore immune from 

radiation unlike the cameras that have been sent into the Reactor which break from the 

radiation, the periscope is for the purpose of preventing the video camera tube from being in 

direct line of sight of the radiation. Top Right is an umbilical cord attached to the camera 

within the circular head, the star shapes are wheels that would rotate to drag the camera 

assembly into the reactor. At the bottom of the picture is an xyz table actuated by electric 

motors (makes them radiation proof, no electronics)  it is to be mounted at the end of the 

umbilical cord that extends to the outside of the reactor, the movable table has the camera 

mounted upon it so the person watching the TV monitor outside the reactor can see inside 

through the camera and change the angle of the camera to get a better view of the interior of 
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the reactor. 

 

 

 
The picture above is a tube with internal grooves that would attached to the front of the 

periscope and along the path into the camera tube, the grooves will hinder to some extent the 

rays of radiation from entering into the camera tube. 

 

 A radiation resistent robot with no electronic components, using the radiation immune 

camera type above, Below is readily vailable technology that uses pneumatics and hydraulics 

to operate, with proper third leg appendage a similarily designed robot would not require 

electronics for balancing, it would beed an umbilical cord for the hydraulic/pneumatic 

powering of movement. 
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Click hand link for a variety of radiation immune hands readily available 

 

The use of electric solenoids for robot movement is an option as well so long as there are no 

electronics 

The camera shown in the picture of robot eye radiation immune would be the preferred  

means for operator to actuate the robots appendages and movement activity, several cameras  

would be mounted on the robots to view their every movement, each robot will be operated 

through  

an umbilical cord containing electricity, hydraulic and or pneumatic tubes to power the 

movement  

of the robot, a human operator will be at the end of the umbilical power cord watching the  

movements of the robots appendages and moving them according to need. 

 

   

http://www.supermodeling.tv/ROBOT_HANDS.pdf
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FIG. 1 

   

 

 

 

FIG. 2 

     

 

FIG. 3 

 

PLAN A 

 

    The Fukushima reactor is leaking and if left in its current status will likely poison the 

oceans and destroy the food chain causing unlimited damage to earth and mankind, a method 

is shown here that is intended to be a stop gap measure to contain the reactor and isolate it 

away from underground streams and water sources that are washing over the radioactive 

material carrying some of it into the pacific ocean, the radiation has already severely poisoned 

the pacific ocean and the radiation is also spreading from evaporation into the atmosphere and 

affecting every people nation on earth. 

     

    The purpose of this page is to demonstrate the science behind the proposed containment of 

the Fukushima reactor radiation. 

The containment structure will be for slowing down the reactor leaking into the ocean, it may 

be able to stop the flow completely. 

 

Invariably this page will be updated often. 

 

Under circumstances where the extraction process if using electrolysis or other extraction 

process isused, it is important to restrict and control underground streams, therefore in any 

event a smaller diameter of the underground wall (see red arrow pointing to proposed size of 

smaller rod wall) using the horizontal rod wall of calcium carbonate should be used, otherwise 

further contamination of the ocean may occur that would be near catastrophic. 
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A-1 

    In the above aerial picture 

of the Fukushima Reactor in 

Japan the double oval circle 

represents a method 

d of containment of the 

reactors radioactive material, 

where the method is where the 

two yellow rings are one 

negative and the other positive 

Direct current provided by 

being connected to a generator 

at some point around the 

yellow rings. The + symbols 

within the two oval rings are 

representative of the general 

position of hardened stainless 

steel rods that will be 

themselves used as drills and 

of a length  of the 

length  where each rod is 1.25 

inches thick and has a .250 

hollow hole through its entire 

length, at the tip of the end of 

the stainless steel rod will be a 

machine hardened thread that 

will have screwed upon it a 

carbide drill tip with a locking 

screw to attach it to the tip, 

A-2 

   In the above picture 

diagram of a cross-section of 

the Fukushima reactor is 

shown the brown color is the 

ground beneath the reactor 

and the red designates the 

radioactive material. The 

horizontal uneven live in the 

earth are streams of 

underground that are 

carrying away radiation from 

the radioactive material 

communicating with the 

pacific ocean. Note the 

horizontal yellow lines on 

the left and right of the 

picture, those lines represent 

the stainless steel rods that 

have been drilled into the 

earth in a circle according to 

first image at the extreme left 

of this page FIG. 1. 

 

   The rods set 14 inches 

away from each other will be 

of two different types and 

when drilled into the ground 

in a circle will be placed 

A-3 

   In the above picture diagram 

it shows above ground (A), 

where (B) is the earths surface, 

the ground is (C) and 

the  general position of the 

stainless steel rods (D) set into 

the earth designated (C).  

 

   The diagram ahows the rods 

accumulating calcium 

carbonate gradually over a 

period of time forming a wall 

through which water will not 

be able to pass through 

creating and effective 

containment of radioactive 

material within the circular 

wall, upon formation of the 

wall decontamination removal 

of the radioactive material can 

begin as described further on 

in this proposed method. 

 

   The vertical stainless steel 

plated drill rods set into place 

around the reactor will have as 

stated one a cathode and the 

following an anode. There will 
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along the length of the rods. 

The end of the rods will have 

its drill tip be set into the 

ground in the yellow circle 

shown as + symbols, the 

spacing will be  approximately 

14 inches or less away from 

each other. The rods will  on 

the end opposite the drill tip 

have a hardened machine 

thread  put onto the outside 

edge so that additional rods 

can be added to increase the 

depth that the rods can reach. 

 

   The hollow rods will have 

3/16 inch holes drilled through 

them at intervals according to 

the geology beneath for the 

pumping of mineral rich water 

which can be easily obtained 

sea water into the rods to 

saturate where necessary the 

ground surrounding rods that 

have no water in the ground to 

enhance the formation of 

calcium carbonate material. At 

any point around the picket of 

rods where it is determined 

that there is a need to increase 

the diameter of the calcium 

carbonate, pressurized sea 

water can be pumped into the 

hollow rods. Additives to 

enhance the calcium carbonate 

formation should be used. 

 

The rods must have a stamped 

tip at the top end that stays 

above ground that shows 

exactly where the holes are 

along the length which would 

be opposing  and at 90 degrees 

from other sets of holes, so 

that a special tool can be slid 

down the center of the rod that 

will have a tip containing a 

small explosive charge 

sufficient that when 

electrically ignited can clear a 

alternately with a cathode 

rod first and an anode rod 

following alternately all the 

way around the reactor. Each 

of the two types (anode, 

cathode) rods  will be electro 

coated  //  plated with the 

best material suitable for half 

of the number of rods to be 

best for an anode and best 

for a cathode.  

 

   Tests of the electrification 

of the rods by DC current 

should be that the rods that 

are positive and those that 

are negative should be 

reversed to determine 

optimal calcium carbonate 

buildup on the rods.  

 

   The vertical rods will pass 

though the earth and through 

the underground streams and 

Calcium carbonate will build 

up on the rods and grow 

large to eventually close off 

one area from the other like a 

wall of concrete, estimates of 

pounds per square inch (psi) 

are possible to reach 8000 

psi.  

 

therefore be a ring of cathode 

rods and ring of anode rods 

around the reactor. The two 

sets of rods anodes and 

cathodes will have a conductor 

communicate exclusively to all 

the anode rods and another 

conductor segregated only to 

the cathode rods. Those two 

conductors will communicate 

to suitable DC generator to 

cause electrolysis to occur 

between all of the anode 

cathode rods. That electrolysis 

process will cause to build up 

calcium carbonates on the 

cathodes to the degree that 

where the rods penetrate areas 

of any underground stream or 

water the calcium  self 

depositing onto the cathodes 

surface diameter will grow 

larger and block the 

underground stream from 

coursing through to the reactor 

area sealing off the reactors 

radioactive material from 

coming into contact with said 

underground streams will stop 

the reactor polluting the 

pacific oceans and air. 

 

   Where the rods are required 

to pass in front of the reactor, 

there are two options, ONE is 

to bring a suitable amount of 

debris in the water side of the 

reactor buildings and build up 

the area there so that rods can 

be driven into that fill material 

(care must be taken to use fill 

that the rods will have little 

difficulty penetrating with 

their drill tips, TWO if the fill 

material is for any reason 

judged not to be a reasonable 

method (I think a double wall 

would be preferable, the rods 

being drilled into the bottom of 

the shallows should have caps 
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hole in an area or interest so 

that more sea water can flow 

into said area to calcify 

calcium carbonate in such an 

area of interest. 

 

    A long drill that easily slide 

fits the rods through hole 

down its center can be used to 

clear the hole for a secondary 

tool with a tip  

for attachment of cables to 

maintain their remaining in 

position.  

    

A-4 

   Further actions needed will 

be pressure monitoring of the 

underground streams to 

determine the pressure 

building up outside the barrier, 

wells can be put into place 

where the water below under 

pressure can be pumped out to 

the ocean such water will not 

be contaminated by radiation 

due to its being outside the 

underground containment wall 

of anodes and cathodes. 

A-5 

    A canal ditch must be dug 

one mile away from the 

reactor reaching to the ocean 

in a circle to make in effect a 

moat, the canal ditch is to be 

dug out into the earths 

surface to a depth of 10 feet 

below sea level, gates on 

each end of it where it meets 

the ocean for control during 

ocean tides and weather 

storms, To dig the canal will 

change the water table that 

has the hills behind Tepco 

reactor so that the water table 

will not continually reach the 

reactor, the water table will 

drain into the canal and 

prevent it going into the 

reactor, it will help to slow 

down or stop water table 

water reaching the reactor 

from the hills behind the 

reactor. There would be 

special procedure  for 

digging the canal, the gates 

at each end made of concrete 

will be set into place on each 

end of the ring of vertical 

rods before the rest of the 

canal is dug out, the digging 

should be carried out after 

installation of the gates 

where the rig of rods meets 

the ocean by digging behind 

the gates and working back 

towards inland, it may be 

A-6 

   The water table underground 

streams leaking into the 

reactor onto the radioactive 

material is cooling the mass of 

radioactive material and 

keeping it from increased 

reaction, therefore pumps will 

be required to send into the 

reactors radioactive material a 

steady stream of water from a 

liquid holding tank on the 

surface of the ground above 

the reactor, said cooling water 

can be pumped in and out of 

the radioactive material area 

underground to circulate into 

that area of the reactor with 

refrigeration added to it above 

ground to keep the water at a 

safe temperature to maintain 

the radioactive material, the 

circulating water can be 

constantly reused in a closed 

cycle.  

 

   The eventual purpose is 

intended as stated to control 

and stop the process of the 

material going deeper and the 

hope to cause the material to 

be removed wherever possible.  
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necessary to install two of 

the canals concentric one 

within the other to properly 

control the now lowered 

water table of the now 

separate water table of the 

reactor which then is on its 

own virtual island, the height 

of the water in the canal 

during the electrolysis 

process may have to 

monitored and controlled for 

the most effective 

electrolysis to occur. The 

reactor is on a fault line, the 

advantage of the system is 

where and if there is a fault 

slip and it causes the calcium 

like deposits to split off the 

vertical rods the DC current 

can be turned and the 

calcium deposits will 

reappear on the rods sealing 

any cracks from fault 

slipping or earthquake. 

 

   The canal ditch will play a 

part in the passing of the hill 

water from behind the 

reactor buildings, it may be 

that once the rod barrier 

begins to close off the area 

additional pressure reading 

sensors will have to be 

deployed to make certain 

that pressurized water is 

allowed to escape upward, 

downward flow would need 

to be prevented, reducing the 

pressure of underground 

streams is imperative for the 

system to continue to work.  

A-7 

   At the reduced temperature 

and activity the radioactive 

material it may be possible to 

drill into the area over the 

main mass of the material and 

have the tip of the drill (shaft 

diameter 8 inches) upon 

A-8 

   Background science 

regarding building similar 

structures using anode 

cathode arrays.  

 

     Pat. 1.   

A-9 

   This proposed containment 

method will be revised for 

additional information 

regarding. 

 

TOPICS TO COME: 

 

http://www.supermodeling.tv/PATENT_FIRST_CARBONATE_WALL.pdf
http://www.supermodeling.tv/PATENT_FIRST_CARBONATE_WALL.pdf
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getting deep enough into the 

mass to have a metal lever 

activate to increase the size of 

the tip of the drill to lock into 

the main mass, the drill locked 

into place could be used to lift 

the chunk of the mass out of 

the pit, To locate the mass of 

radioactive material to 

position the drill a group of 

neutron detectors with each 

detector set inside a 

Collimator - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Collimator 

A collimator is a device that 

narrows a beam of particles or 

waves. To narrow can mean 

either to cause the directions 

of motion to become more 

aligned in a specific direction 

(i.e., make collimated light or 

parallel rays), or to cause the 

spatial cross section of the 

beam to become smaller 

(beam limiting device). 

 

   The Collimator for the 

discrimination of the 

whereabouts of the center of 

the Fukushima radioactive 

mass underground would be 

manufactured of a long tube 

(estimates will depend upon 

manufacturer specifications) 

of lead and other neutron 

moderating material where the 

aperture would be small and 

the the length long enough that 

the neutrons will be 

discernible from a very very 

narrow position, it is 

recommended that the tube 

should have an adjustable iris 

at the tip and at the point 

inside where the aperture 

communicates with the 

passive neutron sensor, it 

would be of inestimable value 

to have two with another 

 

     Pat. 2. 

 

     Article regarding 

tests of similar tech 

*      *      * 

 

   The following diagrams 

Figures 5. and 6. are of the 

Rods to drill down into the 

earth alternately anode and 

cathode to which is 

connected the DC current to 

cause calcium carbonate to 

build up upon the outer 

diameter to close off 

subterranean water flowing 

through channels or through 

porous rock areas.  

 

A. research into advanced 

radioactive particle decay rate 

acceleration. 

 

B. Methods of decay rate 

depreciation application to 

radioactive effluent and 

radioactive bolus. 

 

C. A study needs to be 

launched to determine whether 

the radioactive mass can be 

modified, a study of neutron 

moderator substances must be 

done to ascertain whether there 

is any material that if mixed 

into the radioactive material 

will cause any problems of a 

long term or short term effect, 

avoidance of triggering 

explosions must be carefully 

understood before any decision 

to suppress neutron expression 

or there could be superheating.  

 

D. Special hollow drills with 

suction action into holes at the 

tip that lead to to drills hollow 

interior can be made to remove 

as much of the material as 

possible.  

 

E. Information about the 

potential for a requirement of 

automated dead man switches 

that activate upon any seismic 

event. 

*          *          

* 

 

 GEOLOGICAL FAULT 

LINE UNDER THE 

REACTOR  CAUSING 

CRACKS IN THE 

CALCIUM CARBONATE 

WALL WOULD BE 

POSSIBLE TO HAVE 

http://www.supermodeling.tv/PATENT_SECOND_CARBONATE_WALL.pdf
http://www.supermodeling.tv/Tech_coverage_of_field_tests_of_similar_technology.pdf
http://www.supermodeling.tv/PATENT_SECOND_CARBONATE_WALL.pdf
http://www.supermodeling.tv/Tech_coverage_of_field_tests_of_similar_technology.pdf
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simultaneously tracking with 

the first to get diagonal 

measurements and compare 

that data with bench tests in 

another locations to determine 

how accurate the data is and 

how well it can be depended 

on for the reactor. 

 

   The passive neutron detector 

can be a single detector 

mounted on an x.y table and 

moved across an infinite 

number of points, a simple 

table need be only 4 beams of 

rigid metal which can be 

relatively lightweight 

aluminum mounted on the top 

of the reactor shell and a 

movable beam on rollers could 

allow the movable beam to 

track to any point the neutron 

detector would also be on 

rollers to across the movable 

beam.    

 

   The neutron detectors will 

indicate the highest levels of 

radiation emitted from the 

mass of radioactive material as 

well they will show where the 

lowest levels of radiation are 

coming from and the mass can 

by that means be calculated to 

be at the center more or less at 

least of the radioactive mass. 

The Drill locked into the 

center located as described can 

be set into place within the 

mass, also first drills of a 

small diameter of 5 inches or 

so to probe the thickness to 

see when the drill punctures 

the mass, The debris of the 

building then can be removed 

to a proper depth to reduce the 

load of the weight on top of 

the radioactive mass, so that 

the large drill with the locking 

mechanism will be relieved of 

 

*      *      * 

 

      Note the removable 

threaded TEE in Fig. 6 

below which can be attached 

after the rod is in place in the 

earth, the tee will allow 

water as seawater with 

optional calcium carbonate 

or other ingredients to 

increase the formation of 

hardened calcium carbonate 

deposits. The threaded end at 

the top of the shaft allows for 

additional lengths of the rod 

to allow it to go to the 

required depth. 

 

SUCH CRACKS REPAIR 

BY APPLYING FURTHER 

ELECTROLYSIS 

ELECTRIC CURRENT TO 

THE AREA AFFECTED 
 

 

FIG. 4 

 

   The above crossection of the 

area under the Fukushima 

reactor has a geological fault, 

the fault is likely to cause 

shifts of the underlying area, 

from pictures of the area very 

close to the building is a crack 

in what appears to be blacktop 

showing that the fault has 

communicated top layer 

separation of that top level 

indicating that the electrolysis 

wall using the rods would be 

advantageous for that type of 

wall having the baility to self 

repair by additional current 

applied to the rods causing 

electrolysis to reconnect any 

fracture of the wall to fill in 

with calcium carbonate.   
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the additional stress of the 

lifting of the largest mass out 

of the pit/hole, There will be a 

need for personnel to be 

operating various parts of the 

machinery, I advise you that 

Japan can easily create a small 

enclosure/cabin which would 

be best to make it a long metal 

rectangular tube some 50 

yards long where the drill is at 

one end positioned over the 

radioactive mass of course and 

the other end be for entry, that 

tube should be covered with 

lead sheeting to protect 

whatever electronics are 

necessary, the actuation of the 

drill and other necessary 

controls could be done with a 

robot run on compressed air or 

hydraulic fluid and simple 

filament bulbs for lighting and 

fiber optics requiring no 

electronics to defeat electronic 

breakdown from radiation.   

 

SUBPART A-9 B. Methods of decay rate depreciation application to radioactive effluent and 

radioactive bolus. 

REMOVAL OF THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RADIOACTIVE MASSES IN 

SUBTERRANEAN LOCATIONS 

    The removal of radioactive materials underground in accidents is of primary interest to 
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clean up efforts and although no research into such activiy is presented there are ways that 

might be of value to utilize that require testing before employment: 

 

1.) The refining of radioactive substances such as raw ore and reduced concentrations from 

ore which in this presentation of potential methods of accident capture of released radioactive 

material potentially can incluuded processes used during the refinement of radioactive 

meterials, the use of Modelling electrolysis being the test for use of positioning in the 

immediat vicinity of radioactive material in slow moving cool water with testing of additives 

to said water, where the radioactive mass would have a conductor communicating to the 

positive connection of a suitable DC source and a cathode rod connected to the negative side 

of the DC source be organized within a cage composed of an insulator material to prevent 

conductor to conductor contact between the radioactive material and the cathode to prevent 

short circuiting, the enclosed cathode being placed in immediate proxmity to the radioactive 

material will by electrolysis gather to the cathode that will in a cleaning up process be 

retrieved to a location above ground and the cathode having its surface covered with the 

retrieved radioactive material be properly stored and the cathode replaced and placed back 

into proxmity to the radioactive material to be cleaned up as a means to remove further the 

radioactive meterials to be cleaned out from underground SUBTERRANEAN LOCATIONS. 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________ 

                                              EXAMPLE OF FIELD USE OF AN ELECTROLYSIS 

PROCESS TO REMOVE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL  

   Just as the  
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    The crossection below is a relative representation of the diagram above of electrolysis of 

copper, instead of copper in a beaker the electrolysis is carried out where the radioactive 

material seen below as a Red Oval is in an area under the ground, the radioactive material is 

connected to the POSITIVE insulated wire from the generator and the shielded cathode is 

connected to the NEGATIVE insulated wire from the generator, the radioactive material 

collects on the shielded cathode by the process of electrolysis for removal from the 

underground area by withdrawing the shielded cathode that accumulates radioactive material 

from the underground cavity and physically withdrawing the shielded cathode to above 

ground and replacing the cathode with a new one to subsequently reinsert into the water filled 

enderground area for carrying out additional electrolysis removal of rasioactive material.  

 

   The projection of ultra sound into the cavity using long range ultrasonic parametric 

transducers similar to sonar devices from topside above the ground emitting the beams of 

ultrasound energy pointed downward in the radioactive materials subterranean chamber where 

it resides may conceivably 

 

 accellerate the electrolysis process removing the radioactive material from the subterranean 

chamber SEE , literature tells us that electrolysis can be enhanced when the process is 

between an anode and cathode are at at a substantial distance from one another, bench tests 

would need to be performed  before a field test. 

  

  Upon any short circuit developing a Ground Fault Interruptor circuit cuts off the current to 

the anode cathode system.  

 

 

 

http://www.supermodeling.tv/SCIENCE_DIRECT.pdf
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PLAN B 

   There is always a plan B, the diagram below is where the radioactive material is generally 

located and a 30 ft diameter tunnel drill (OR BIGGER OR DUAL OR TRIPLE BARREL 

TYPES SIDE BY SIDE ARE AVAILABLE) is sent vertically straight down, it would be 

lifted into place for vertically plunging into the ground and drilling a hole straight down for 

as deep as it can go and the deeper the better but I would say depending on the strata would 

be part of the decision of where to stop, the sides would need to be sprayed with volcanic 

cement to hinder leaking after most all leaking were stopped, the drill would need to be 

outfitted to operate under water it would provide a hole and be lifted out, the bottom of the 

hole will be poured suitable high refractory material that would be expected to be able to 

withstanding the impact of up to 2000 tons of debris, a special shock absorbing layer of 

honeycomb structural blocks to break the fall of the many tons of material that will fall upon 

the will impact it so as to protect the refractory bottom layer. On the side where the 

radioactive material is located by various neutron detectors as to its position holes would be 

drilled in a pattern so that explosive charges could be set into the section of the wall 

#7.below. Those charges being fired will cause the vertical tunnel wall to fall down into the 

hole and the radioactive material with it, The debris at the bottom of the hole will be 

accessible for venting and for sending down into it electrolysis equipment to eventually 

remove the many tons of material, the bottom of the hole, a pipe to communicate with the 

radioactive material should be installed, pumping tubes can be organized to keep the mass 

of material at a reasonable temperature, depending upon the potential of the materials 

volatility neutron moderator particulate might be added. Essentially buried the material 

could be extracted, the need for a rod wall of Plan A. is believed to be necessary to prevent 

underground streams from entering the chamber, depending upon the final assessment it 

may be that a layer of concrete be used to seal the mass of material while still retaining 

access with the center pipe. The #9. is a baffle to place over the hole before the explosives 

are set off to prevent dust from the explosion and cascade of the radioactive material to the 

bottom of the hole from reaching the atmosphereand surrounding area, inside the baffle 

there would be a successive seperators along the length of the baffle enclosure that would 

have holes in each seperator that will be organized for the most efficient slowing of the 

rushing air and dust thereby slowing it down to prevent the dust from exiting the baffle 

(buildng), calculations would need to be done to predict what level of micro explosions 

from the radioactive material would likely occur to plan the baffle systems handling such 

micro explosions and add that to the known output of the explosives for opening the 

borehole wall concealing the radioactive material  # 7. The number 10 is a water reservoir 

and the horizontal line is a tube that terminates in a nozzle pointed into the borehole for 

cooling of the radioactive mass as it makes its way down to the bottom.  
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The Figure below is a detail view where the area to be explosively excavated is shown by 7 

and 6a where those areas in respect to two views are shown relevant to 15a which is a line 

positioned at the center of the area to be excavated the asterisk symbols * are the position of 

explosive charges set off with the inner oval pattern 1/1000 of a second before the outer oval 

pattern of explosive charges are et off.  
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*       *       * 

   In the diagram below in anticipation of potential failure of the containment of the 

radioactive material that is held in steel or other material of container 11a are secondary 

bore holes 13a that would allow escaped radioactive material to flow into and separate into 

different sections of 13a so as to divide the radioactive material and aid in preventing of it 

leaving the container in one large mass., 10a is a backing of high strength concrete with 

refractory material added, 9a is the  vertical borehole sidewall, 12a is the area where the 

radioactive material will rest with the horizontal rectangles are shock absorbing material 

forms to reduce impact from the falling radioactive debris and rock from the explosive 

excavation, the # symbols are sensors to detect heat and radioactivity, constantly sending 

signal at intervals, upon a sensor failing it could be considered that borehole had been 

breached. 17a. is a low intensity explosive that upon the impact of the debris on the top of 

the 16a concrete disc the explosive goes off creating calculated pounds per square inch to 

push up wards enough so that the falling debris is slowed as it travels downwards. 
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*       *       * 

 

B-1 ALTERNATE METHOD RELATED TO THE ABOVE  
 

 

   The diagram below shows how the radioactive material can be slowly lowered into the 

borehole or retrievedto the surface, large pieces of radioactive material can be recovered by 

raising  

the elevator using an overhead cable or hydraulics if practical up to the surface if the pieces 

are too large for the elevators system to drop the material when the elevator reaches the 

bottom of the borehole, this method is for gently handling the radioactive material, cooLing 

would also be necessary using water as the debris is scraped out of its location. 
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*       *       * 
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April 2017 
Should the radioactive material sink into the ground too deep to be reached 

by plan B-1 

a pair of tunnels could be prepared to collect the material as it goes into the 

earth. 

A. = is the reactor. 

 

B. =  is the plutonium seen as a red line and bright red end at the bottom of 

the red line that went too deep for the plan B-1 to reach the radioactive 

material. 

 

C. = is a tunnel boring machine that will make a tunnel - D - directly under 

the radioactive material to provide a position for the material to drop 

through and be sealed as a tomb for the radioactive material. 

 

D. =  is the horizontal tunnel which will be the tomb for the radioactive 

material. 

 
E. = is a tunnel boring machine that will make a diagonal tunnel - F - for the 

radioactive material to be directed into the the horizontal  

tunnel - D .  

 

F. = is the diagonal tunnel. 

 

G. = are plugs that will be positioned into the tunnels after they are bored, they 

would have hatches for entering with a machine that will enter the tomb chamber 

for scooping out the material. Also pipes / hoses would be attached at the hatch to 

communicate collant to keep the radioactive material stable enough for removal 

operations  

 

H. = The tunnels once drilled would have refractory material on and under a 

stainless steel trough in position to catch the material as it enters the tomb 

chamber. The multiple of red ovals are the position  of the radioactive material as 

it drops to lower depths. Should it be necessary a topside drill over the area of the 

material could drill down (oil drilling equipment) could be used to send directly 

into the center over the radioactive material to go all the way to the tomb to 

enable as a pilot hole for the material to more easily follow the path into the tomb. 

 

 

Today is March 14, 2017 the reactor is in a condition of near fission level of 

neutron flux, according to this page there is sufficient drawings to show in the 

drawings of PLAN B-1 ahows a canopy made of for example fiberglass material that can 

quickly be errected over the entire complex, it  is to restrict dust and gas that is highly 

radioactive from reaching the atmosphere, inside there would be a atructure for recirculating 
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and filtering the atmosphere insde the building with the filter structure exit designed to react 

using dans to displace pressure to the outside rapidly when core flareups occur to prevent the 

canopy failure from temporary core pressure caused pressurizations.  

 

 

PLAN C. 
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PLAN C. 

   Examination of the issues surrounding the current situation of radiation poisoning of the 

earth may only be immediately remedied by a very simple method. The radioactive material 
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in regards to the politics of technology being thrown at the problem leave the situation to 

whatever efforts are considered not exhausted as of this the 9th day of March 2017, therefore 

a secondary plan must be put into operation that does not interfere with the current 

administrations efforts there at the Fukushima Reactors.There is a high level of confidence 

that this simple plan can stop the leak for a period of time necessary to remove or dispose of 

the material. 

 

 

   The diagram PLAN C. shows an overhead of the Fukushima area the C-1 is the land, C-2 is 

the ocean, C-3 is the ocean area just off shore from the Reactor C-4, the C-5 is being two part 

circular lines represents the canal of PLAN 1 as a means to stop the flow of underground 

streams under the Reactor complex. 

 

 

   The plan entails as stated in the previous paragraph preventing inland underground streams 

from flowing under the Reactor complex by digging two canal areas into the earth at positions 

of C-5 to a sufficient depth that the outermost canal picks up all of the underground streams 

output and that be either pumped into the ocean at the ends where that canal's ends terminate 

at the ocean, the inner canal to be utilized as a stopgap measure in times of floods.  

THE AREA of C-3 is underwate fiber reinforced concrete (preferably volcanic cement) , 

poured out into the ocean with the intent of blocking off under ocean floor outlets that pass 

from the ocean under the Reactor Complex as a straightforward means of stopping the 

outflow of millions of gallons of water day which is killing the ecosystem of the earths 

oceans, causing radioactive nuclei to evaporate into the atmosphere poisoning the planets 

people. 

 

 

   PROBLEMS FACED: the overall plan is a solid one and its execution stays away from the 

other plans being attempted at the reactor itself, the only potential problem appears to be that 

the under the ocean floor outlets from the ocean are potentially difficult to seal using 

underwater cement, such a problem should be possible to remedy simply by pouring the 

cement in huge amounts over the entire are as shown. Where there is still leakage from the 

ocean it must be accepted that it may be corrected using any of several methods to do due 

diligence and using various underground oil seismology devices carry out a relatively 

straightforward assay of the ocean floor in the area, where there is discovered any cavity that 

appears to be responsible for carrying seawater backward into the reactor area under the sea 

floor it can be disintegrated using suitable blasting techniques potentially depth charges from 

the Japan military to cause the underwater under the seabed cave tunnel to have its roof caved 

in and thereby accessible for dumping underwater cement onto that area. If there were  serious 

leakage remaining small transmitters could be sent into the subterranean cave from whatever 

point was available to track its location or using dyes would also work. The method posed as 

a remedy is simple and should shut down the leak more or less completely, it is a large project 

in terms of what needs to be done, but it is a combination of simple tasks that can be mounted 

immediately, the only issue of relationship with the current reactor site project happening at 

this time is the Ice Wall, the method described here would enhance the Ice Walls ability to 

contain the area of the Reactor Buildings, also, any needed cooling of liquids from 

underground streams that the engineers have affecting the radioactive material must be the 

only issue of concern, if the subterranean water is being utilized for cooling the planners at the 

Reactor would have to compensate, which is unlikely from what has been reported, but 

remains for the personnel to decide whether to compensate with coolant that would be lost by 
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the subterranean water flow being halted. The method pointed out can be accomplished in 1 

one years time if the authorities were determined to take action immediately. From what I 

have heard recently the radiation levels have risen and that the millions of gallons of water 

going into the ocean and thereby into the atmosphere is of serious consequence. The 

availability of cement and ships to bring that part of the project to bear are relatively a simple 

process to carry out, it is suggested that volcanic ash be used for its higher longevity, there 

will likely over time be cracks that appear, planning for cement that will be applied to such 

cracks and underwater coatings to adhere to older cement, underwater sandblasting untits 

should be easy to develop to clean the surface of underwater cracks that threaten the integrity 

of the underwater dam. 

 

 

   The potential need to reduce surface activity of the sea in order to pour from ships 

underwater concrete into the area of the diagram of C-3 may require installation of bubble 

curtains that can reduce small to intermediate ocean water wave activity in areas found to 

need attenuation, bubble curtains are flexible hollow tubes that have small holes along the 

tubes length, air is pumped into the tube and bubbles are generated from the small holes 

causing what is described as a curtain of bubbles that rise to the surface of the ocean, the 

tube(s) would be anchored to the seabed in the area off the reactor site to reduce the oceans 

surface wave activity, such anchors can conceivably be mere weights or in case of sufficient 

underwater current could require spikes driven into the seabed, the reduction of wavelets or 

even waves is possible depending on the amount of air pumped into the tube and the size of 

the small holes along the tubes length as well as the number of small holes on the surface of 

the tube.  

 

 

   The dual purpose of the tube will be where besides reducing the waves in areas that require 

it, the bubble curtain can be utilized if any explosives are required to collapse subterranean 

from the ocean that lead to the reactor complex, said explosive needs were described in the 

PLAN C paragraphs. The bubble curtain will help to prevent communicating explosion shock 

waves and could prevent such shock waves from going in the direction of the reactor. 

 

*       *       *  

 

HOT NEWS AUGUST 21st 

2017: The dumping of 

Fukushima millions of gallons 

of ultra radioactive water into 
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the pacific ocean being stored 

in containers that are breaking 

down can be averted by 

following PLAN -D at the 

bottom of this page! 

A way to prevent dumping millions of gallons of highly radioactive water into the pacific that 

will poison the worlds oceans and air is proposed here.  

 

The method calls for installing a pipeline from the Fukushima storage taks containing 

radioactive water to an area 50 miles inland away from the Fukushima leaking reactor or a 

more or lesser distance depending on limiting seismic activity to the fragile damaged reactor 

plant area, at the said distance of approximately 50 miles a bore hole is drilled down 

approximately one mile into the ground at a depth that is below drinking water tables, upon 

the pipeline being built and the borehole drilled one or more very small nuclear devices be 

send down the borehole and detonate which will cause a cavity as big as a football field, the 

radioactive water would be pumped into the deep cavity. Special Atomic Demolition 

Munition (SADM) can be used to dreate such cavity deep underground 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Gnome the millions of gallons of radioactive water can 

be pumped and stored for eternity. 

Below is an overview crossection of the plans logistics. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Gnome
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PLAN - D 

 

Below is a picture of a cavern created by a nuclear device. 
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*       *       *  

PLANS E-F 

 

    The excavation of the site once the underground streams are locked out of the excavation 

area will be possible to start. Earth moving equipment for removal of the radioactive material 

will be the only solution.  

 

     Advanced decontamination methods are known to exist, however the scale of the material 

is 300 - 600 tons makes known methods  

unreliable and prone to setting off small explosions which must be avoided. The governments 

have full libraries regarding decontamination techniques that will handle open ground, but the 

material underground poses a circumstance preventing mounting an effort. 
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    The need for decontamination of large material mass is needed, there are a few designs 

which appear to be worthwhile to pursue but funding is lacking. Furthermore every effort to 

remove the material from the ground would be prudent and necessary a link to news regarding 

the reactor can be found on this link (FUKUSHIMA NEWS) 

 

 

BIRTH DEFECTS  

 

VIDEO WIKILEAKS  

 

VIDEO 

 

 

You the reader is reminded, merely reading is not enough, you must call your political 

representatives and your large inductrial concerns and warn them to become involved, only 

reading is not enough, action can come from your efforts. Remember your making the effort 

for your loved ones, also I ask that you all pray daily for those who can make an effort greater 

than your own to initiate containment. Pray that all of you talk about this to all who will 

listen, the goal is to make it pervasive to the degree that the many voices heard will touch 

those with some ability to get a real containment process to occur, there are this month over 7 

million views, but viewing is not going to get the job started, talk may get action, but 7 

million is not enough there are 7.5 billion people on earth, to raise awareness to a level that 

may bring about overcoming political issues stopping serious containment practices may be 

500 million, so please try as hard as you can.  

 

 

TO SUPPORT GREATER 

EXPOSURE OF THIS 

WORLD KILLING  

DANGER TO 

ALL OF 

US 

DONATE 

for advertisements to be placed in the Japan Times  

asking the government on behalf of the 7 million people plus 

 who have come to this website to  

put politics and profit making aside and carry out a containment process immediately 

 
DONATE 

 

 

http://enenews.com/
https://theinternetpost.net/2016/04/20/parents-worst-nightmare-wave-of-babies-born-in-japan-with-extra-arms-and-legs-due-to-fukushima-radiation-stillbirth-numbers-on-the-rise/
https://theinternetpost.net/2016/04/20/parents-worst-nightmare-wave-of-babies-born-in-japan-with-extra-arms-and-legs-due-to-fukushima-radiation-stillbirth-numbers-on-the-rise/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Fukushima+April+2017
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EMAIL  

clonegenomecom@optonline.net 

 

Now Japan Wants to  

Drill into the Earths 

Mantle 

 

STOP THOSE Japanese 

immediately, there is a 

real danger by doing that, 

The Japanese have 

Fukushima 600 tons of 

plutonium burning in the 

Pacific which will 

undoubtedly make the 

whole world sick, 

diseased, cause mutated 

children from birth, get 

cancer or die. Hello its 

already happening. NO 

ONE KNOWS what may 

happen letting the 

pressure cooker of 

the  MANTLE loose, it is 

not inconceivable it could 

destroy the earth. FACT 

Pressures in the lower 

mantle start at 237,000 

times atmospheric 

pressure (24 gigapascals) 

and reach 1.3 million 

times atmospheric 

pressure (136 gigapascals) 

at the core-mantle 

boundary.May 22, 2014, 

Which means that 

puncturing the earths crust 

to the mantle could wind 

up being like puncturing a 

balloon, it could cause 

extreme explosive force 

well beyond a caldera, it 

may be so rapid a 

depressurization ot will 

take out the entire pacific 

and thrown the earth out 

of orbit. The so called 

scientists who thought this 

mailto:clonegenomecom@optonline.net
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up should be arrested and 

put in jail for life if they 

are seen with even a post 

hole digger. GET MAD 

PEOPLE THEY ARE 

INSANE! They have 

plutonium burning just a 

few feet underground and 

refuse to get it contained 

and now they want to drill 

into the earths mantle, 

notice were they want to 

do the drilling in case it 

blows up, costa rica, 

hawaii or mexico, far 

away from Japan.  LINK 

CLICK 

The ultimate disposition 

of the Japan plan is to 

create a volcano if they do 

not misscalculate and 

destroy the woorld in the 

hopes of causing an island 

to form, the Japanese will 

claim the island so that 

eventually they will 

inhabit it where Japan has 

been destroyed by 

radiation from Fukushima. 

Indications are the plan is 

to drill into a magma 

pocket to cause island 

formation at great danger 

to the ecology of the 

earth, opening up the 

mantles outer area 

releasing 1.3 million 

pounds of pressure could 

conceivably start a geyser 

that might be able to reach 

into space, remember it is 

not a volcanic magma 

chamber which has much 

much less pressure, if a 

geyser of superheated 

super pressurized geyser 

activity occurs it would 

not be affected by the 

ocean which it would 

https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&biw=819&bih=530&q=japanese+propose+drilling+into+the+mantle&oq=japanese+propose+drilling+into+the+mantle&gs_l=serp.3...54485.67615.0.67946.41.41.0.0.0.0.151.4025.14j24.38.0....0...1.1.64.serp..3.30.3158...0j0i131k1j0i67k1j0i131i67k1j0i10k1j0i22i30k1j0i22i10i30k1j33i160k1j33i21k1.1arwhRnNzes
https://www.google.com/search?num=100&rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS706US706&espv=2&biw=819&bih=530&q=japanese+propose+drilling+into+the+mantle&oq=japanese+propose+drilling+into+the+mantle&gs_l=serp.3...54485.67615.0.67946.41.41.0.0.0.0.151.4025.14j24.38.0....0...1.1.64.serp..3.30.3158...0j0i131k1j0i67k1j0i131i67k1j0i10k1j0i22i30k1j0i22i10i30k1j33i160k1j33i21k1.1arwhRnNzes
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shoot through, it would 

carry stream of ocean 

water along with it into 

space causing a depletion 

of the oceans. The mantle 

is not a magma chamber it 

is like a bear trap meaning 

by nature formed over 

time and is a tensioned 

spring naturally latched to 

hold back the pressure by 

the overhead crusts 

pressure, releasing the 

catch lock of its 

encapsulating crust may 

release its power as 

described, remember it is 

not a magma chamber 

with limited volume and 

power, the mantle has 

virtually unlimited power, 

in consideration of that it 

is no impossible that all of 

the oceans water that 

could flow to the point of 

the hole that was drilled to 

reach the mantle could be 

blown out into space and 

into the atmosphere 

causing water vapor rain 

and lack of sunlight for an 

indeterminate period of 

time. In Japanese theology 

(the study of the nature of 

God and religious belief) 

the Gods of Japan are 

reported to hacve created 

Japan by their power, to 

this day today Japan 

cannot even find the 

resolve to carry out the 

simple containment 

of  PLAN-C on this page 

which could certainly 

slow down the process of 

contaminating the oceans, 

Japan must not tamper 

with even greater power 

because the present state 
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of knowledge is they are 

at the level of a child in 

context of their intent of 

drilling into the mantle, 

they are like a child in 

kintergarten with a 

nuclear weapon trying to 

turn it into a power 

generator, Japan even 

your Gods and the spirits 

of your ancestors do not 

favor your actions for you 

have not done the first 

thing, which is to contain 

Fukushima now. 
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